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halcon's multi-resolution filter now supports the direct iteration over the data. this means that it is
now possible to process data at different resolutions at the same time, which significantly increases
the performance of the system. halcon now provides a set of operators that can be used to build a
kalman filter. this is a common way to estimate the current location of an object. it is therefore no
longer necessary to pre-process the image data to remove noise. rgb to greyscale conversion rgb
images have three distinct colours for each pixel. in order to compare images, all colours must be
converted to the same shade. this is usually done by dividing the rgb image's three colours into a
separate greyscale image. halcon now provides a set of operators that can be used to perform this

conversion. the halcon data acquisition api now provides two new methods to retrieve the data
acquired from the acquisition hardware. this makes it possible to process the acquired data in halcon

without having to copy it to the system's memory first. halcon provides optimized hardware
acceleration, due to its careful consideration of the gpu hardware architecture and a new approach

to gpu programming with data-parallel programming (including opencl). halcon is now also available
for intel® xeon® scalable processors (s1200/s1300). halcon's innovative machine vision algorithm
library is now also available for x86-based cpus. halcon provides the best available performance for

the numerical comparison of image sequences. it is now available for the power of intel® xeon®
scalable processors (s1200/s1300) and enables the user to run very large image sequences. this is of

great interest for benchmarking, for example.
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3d vision halcon deep
learning offers state-of-the-
art 3d vision algorithms that
make it possible to robustly

visualise and process 3d
data. 3d vision is particularly
useful for applications that
require a clear image of the
real world. users can even

extract 3d scenes from
photos and reconstruct the
surface from a 3d model. in

addition, halcons deep
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learning makes it possible to
recognise individual objects
and scenes and thus easily
scan, measure and identify.
pose estimation halcon deep

learning can estimate the
pose of an object in space.
this is particularly useful in
the fields of robotics and
precision engineering. for

example, you can estimate
the pose of a camera. this

makes it possible to add 3d
elements to existing scenes

and to identify them.
recognition halcon deep
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learning can recognise
objects and scenes. with this
technology, you can classify
a diverse range of objects in
complex images. this can be
used in quality assurance or
e-learning. in addition, you
can recognise objects in a

database or in a video.
virtual reality (vr) training

the use of vr training devices
for a wide range of purposes

is now well known. vr
trainers can be used for

spatial orientation, virtual
reality training,
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communication training and
many other applications. it is

now possible to use vr
training devices for a wide
range of purposes and has
been successfully used in

many fields such as
education, military training,
entertainment and virtual
reality training. however,

until now, vr training devices
are mainly used with input
devices and displays, using
hand-eye coordination, so it
cannot be used with halcon.
halcon has introduced a new
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method to improve the
output signal and the
accuracy of vr training
devices by adding the

function of halcon to the vr
training devices. this can be

used for all vr training
devices. the introduction of

the new methods to improve
the accuracy of halcon is
expected to increase the

accuracy of all virtual reality
training devices. 5ec8ef588b
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